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Short History

• A Class of Machine Learning techniques 
introduced by Hinton in 2006 

• Andrew Ng popularized it !



Short History
• Deep architecture is designed to mimic Brain 

Layers :  

• Brain learns layers of features 

• Neurons in the Brain 

• A Great Talk :  

• How does the brain solve visual object 
recognition? DiCarlo et al. 2012



Introduction

• Neurons response to each 
object differently 

• Each response can be a point 
in the Response Space!

• Our Brain will find separating 
planes between each class



Introduction

• Basic Concepts : 

• Stack Layers of Neurons 

• Try to find out W!

• Training by Back-
Propagation



Introduction

 initialize network weights (often small random values)!
  do!
     forEach training example ex!
        prediction = neural-net-output(network, ex)  // forward pass!
        actual = teacher-output(ex)!
        compute error (prediction - actual) at the output units!
        compute  for all weights from hidden layer to output layer  // backward pass!
        compute  for all weights from input layer to hidden layer   // backward pass continued!
        update network weights // input layer not modified by error estimate!
  until all examples classified correctly or another stopping criterion satisfied!
  return the network



Introduction
• So why is it so popular : 

• Scalable 

• Accurate 

• Adaptive 

• Interesting Results



Introduction
• Several Papers :  

1.Building High-level Features Using Large Scale 
Unsupervised Learning - Andrew Ng - 2012  
Traditional ML model :  
Feature Extraction —> Machine Learning  
Instead : Learn better features —> Cluster them"

2.Deep learning with COTS HPC systems - Andrew Ng - 
ICML 2013  
Training a huge system is overwhelming  
Build a huge system on GPU clusters



Time taken to perform a mini-batch update for all weights in large neural 
networks of sizes ranging from 180 million parameters up to 11.2 billion 

parameters



Introduction
3.Unsupervised feature learning for audio classification 
using convolutional deep belief networks - Andrew Ng - 
NIPS 2009 

4.Learning features from music audio with deep belief 
networks - ISMIR 2010 

5.Audio-based music classification with a pre trained 
convolutional network - ISMIR 2012 

6.Analyzing drum patterns using conditional deep belief 
networks - ISMIR 2012



Deep Architecture
• So Deep learning aim at : 

• learning feature hierarchies :  
representation learning !

• learning representations of data that make it 
easier to extract useful information  
Representation Learning: A Review and New 
Perspectives



Deep 
Architecture

How does it work ? 
We learn layers of features



Deep Architecture
• An Analysis of Single-Layer Networks in 

Unsupervised Feature Learning - Andrew Ng - 
NIPS 2010 

• Introduced a single layer feature representation 

• Feature extraction process is unsupervised 

• Easy to understand system



Figure 1: Illustration showing feature extraction using a w-by-w receptive field and stride s. We first
extract w-by-w patches separated by s pixels each, then map them to K-dimensional feature vectors
to form a new image representation. These vectors are then pooled over 4 quadrants of the image to
form a feature vector for classification. (For clarity we have drawn the leftmost figure with a stride
greater than w, but in practice the stride is almost always smaller than w.

(a) K-means (with and without whitening) (b) GMM (with and without whitening)

(c) Sparse Autoencoder (with and without whitening) (d) Sparse RBM (with and without whitening)

Figure 2: Randomly selected bases (or centroids) trained on CIFAR-10 images using different learn-
ing algorithms. Best viewed in color.

3.2.2 Classification

Before classification, it is standard practice to reduce the dimensionality of the image representation
by pooling. For a stride of s = 1, our feature mapping produces a (n�w+1)-by-(n�w+1)-by-K
representation. We can reduce this by summing up over local regions of the y

(ij)’s extracted as
above. Specifically, we split the y

(ij)’s into four equal-sized quadrants, and compute the sum of the
y

(ij)’s in each. This yields a reduced (K-dimensional) representation of each quadrant, for a total
of 4K features that we use for classification.

Given these pooled (4K-dimensional) feature vectors for each training image and a label, we apply
standard linear classification algorithms. In our experiments we use (L2) SVM classification. The
regularization parameter is determined by cross-validation.

4 Experiments and Analysis

The above framework includes a number of parameters that can be changed: (i) whether to use
whitening, (ii) the number of features K, (iii) the stride s, and (iv) receptive field size w. In this
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Deep Architecture
• Extract patches of data 

• Learn feature-mapping using 
unsupervised learning 
algorithm 

• Extract features 

• Pool features together over 
regions of input data 

• Train a linear classifier





Application in Genomics
• Now imagine our data comes from Genomics 

• We start by sampling from raw data 

• Give those samples to an unsupervised algorithm 
e.g K-means 

• From the result of K-means we will form a new set of 
features 

• We use those features to represent our raw data in 
the supervised learning algorithm e.g SVM



Application in Genomics
• So why we do this :  

• We don’t need any labels to get Features 

• We reduce the size of dataset by a large factor  
(From 3.5 GB to 45 MB) 

• It’s scalable 

• We get better accuracy 



Any Question?
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